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INTRODUCTION 
Richi Entrepreneurs (the “Organizer”) is an initiative of the Richi Foundation whose objective is to identify, 

develop and mentor entrepreneurial talent in projects of high social or environmental impact. 

The Richi Foundation is a nonprofit whose mission is to ensure that all children who suffer from cancer have 

the best prognosis and quality of life. 

The Foundation has had the privilege of being born within the Boston ecosystem. This has allowed it to 

establish relationships with key industry players and acquire key assets at the service of Richi Entrepreneurs. 

These rules and regulations are only valid for participants covering the cost of the program with their own 

funds, named “Open Call”. Sponsored participants should ask for their specific rules & regulations. 

 

THE BOSTON IMMERSION PROGRAM  
Richi Entrepreneurs offers teams with innovative projects from around the world that have the potential to 

generate a positive social/environmental impact the chance to participate in the 2019 Edition of the Boston 

Immersion Program.  

The program specializes in connecting startups with Boston’s innovation ecosystem, helping them 

understand and build their presence in this ecosystem. The 2019 edition of the Boston Immersion Program 

will take place from September 30th to November 22nd, 2019, and is structured in two phases, or stays, in 

Boston: 

• Phase I (from September 30th to October 4th, 2019 - Boston) - Participants understand how the 

US ecosystem works in their specific sector, and acquire key skills to successfully pitch and interact 

with stakeholders. The best startups participating in phase I are selected by a panel of Boston-based 

innovation experts to continue to phase II. Selected startups will be assigned a lead mentor and an 

intern who will work with them to prepare phase II. 

• Phase II (from November 12th to 22nd, 2019 - Boston) - Participants travel back to Boston where 

they meet through one-on-one meetings with investors, key opinion leaders, potential partners, and 

other key stakeholders to explore collaborations and define their action plans to thrive in the US. 

NOTE: Participants applying to the Open Call will participate to both Phases I AND II of the program. Only 

sponsored participants will be subject to the selection process between Phase I and Phase II, according to 

the rules & regulations of their specific sponsor. 

 

FEES 
The 2019 Boston Immersion Program costs $9,000, and includes: 

• Participation in the Phases 1 and II of the program in Boston, for 1 or 2 team members. All the 

details about the program will be duly updated on the Richi Entrepreneurs website.  

The fee does not include housing, flight tickets or any other travel expenses like meals, transportation, or 

health-care (and other) insurances. Therefore, participants are responsible for their own healthcare 

expenses, any other type of insurance related to their journey, flights and accommodation in Boston. 

In the event that a third or fourth startup team member participates in the program, each additional member, 

up to a maximum total of 4 members, would be charged $1,500 in concept of participation in the program.  
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CALENDAR 

Applications Open – Jan 1st, 2019 

Participants start applying to the 2019 edition of the Boston Immersion Program.  

Applications Deadline – May 31st, 2019 

Applications will close on May 31st, 2019, 12:59pm GTM+1 Europe (the “Application Period”). Applications 

submitted outside the Application Period will not be eligible. 

The Organizer reserves the right to extend the Application Period. Any change will be informed on the 

Richi Entrepreneurs website and on all its communication channels. 

Screening Interviews – from Jan 1st to May 31st, 2019 

Applicants who have successfully applied and meet the Validation Criteria described in this Rules & 

Regulations will be interviewed by the Organizer’s selection committee.  

Announcement of Admitted Startups – June 5th, 2019 

Admitted startups will be communicated by email individually, all on the same day at the same time. The 

Organizer will send an email to the email address provided in the entry form to confirm the startup 

eligibility to enroll to the 2019 Boston Immersion Program. 

Enrollment process – from June 5th to 15th, 2019 

Admitted startups will be able to enroll to the program until June 15th, 2019, 12:59pm GTM+1 Europe (the 

“Enrollment Period”). Enrollments signed outside the Enrollment Period will not be eligible. 

The Organizer reserves the right to extend the Enrollment Period. Any change will be informed on the Richi 

Entrepreneurs website and on all its communication channels.   

Due to the limited number of available spots in the program for startups applying in the Open Call, the first 

startups enrolling to the program will be the first ones to fill the available spots. The number of available 

spots will be communicated by the Organizer during the announcement of admitted startups, and will be 

subject to the number of spots already taken by sponsored calls. The Organizer reserves the right to do not 

have spots available for the Open Call applicants only in the event that the Organizer sponsors have already 

secured the maximum number of spots available in the 2019 Boston Immersion Program. 

Full payment - until July 31st, 2019 

Participants will need to pay 30% of the program cost upon formalization of enrollment, and the remainder 

before July 31st, 2019. 

 

FUNDING 
Participants will pay the cost of their participation in the Boston Immersion Program. 

To facilitate the payment, participants can look for sponsors:  

• The process would be led by the participants. They would try to find and close deals with sponsors 

(investors, universities, incubators/accelerators, business schools, or companies, among others) to 

grant them a scholarship to cover part or all of the enrollment cost.  

• The Organizer would support teams getting involved in the conversations with potential sponsors 

to provide them with information about the program and their interest and benefits about 

participating as sponsor.  

• The Organizer will also present the profiles of participants looking for sponsors to its network of 

potential sponsors, and only will introduce a potential sponsor to a team if there is a match and an 

interest from the potential sponsor.    
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More information about the options above will be provided to teams according to their needs. 

The Organizer will not commit to ensuring a funding channel for participants. In case that the Organizer 

connects a participant and a potential sponsor, the Organizer will act only as an intermediary between 

participants and sponsors and shall not be liable for possible damages between both parties.  

It is participants’ responsibility to get the necessary means and resources to pay the program cost. 

 

HOW TO ENROLL  

Entry form 

To take part in the Boston Immersion Program, teams who are interested in participating must provide the 

correct details and upload their project information using the online form provided by the Organizer, and 

fully understand both the present Rules and Regulations and the instructions set forth in the form.  

Validation of projects / Screening interview 

Once the projects are correctly received, the Organizer will check through each entry to ensure everything 

is in correct order and in compliance with the Rules and Regulations, or if further information or clarification 

is required. 

Within two weeks since the entry form submission, and no later than May 31st, 2019, the Organizer will 

contact the team by sending an email to the address provided on the entry form notifying them: 

• if additional information about the project or team is required. 

• a date for an interview with the team that would participate in the program. 

After May 31st, 2019, the Organizer will review all the applicants’ information and notify the teams who are 

eligible to enroll to the Boston Immersion Program, by June 5th, 2019.  

The Organizer reserves the right to reject teams if the projects entered do not meet the minimum quality 

criteria. 

Enrollment 

Successfully validated projects can proceed with the enrollment. In this case, the Organizer will provide the 

teams with the corresponding enrollment documentation to formalize the participation in the Boston 

Immersion Program. 

Participants shall pay 30% over the total amount of their enrollment cost to formalize the enrollment and 

ensure the reservation of their spot in the Boston Immersion Program. Participants not paying this upfront 

payment will not be considered as enrolled.  

 

VALIDATION CRITERIA 
Participants’ skills and projects will be reviewed by the Organizer, ensuring projects meet the following 

criteria: 

• The entrepreneurial team demonstrates appropriate skills, passion for the project and for launching 

and/or accelerating an entrepreneurship project that will cause a positive impact on society or 

environment. 

• The project meets a global need that has not currently been addressed, in the Healthcare (BioTech, 

Digital Health, MedTech) or Cleantech sectors. 
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• The solution has been conceived for high social or environmental impact and the project has a 

scalable business model.  

• Degree of maturity: both early stage and early growth. 

• Team members must have high-level English language skills, as the program in Boston will be entirely 

delivered in English. 

• The team commits to travel to Boston during the program dates, indicating the number of members 

that will travel during the registration. At least one team member must attend all the activities of 

the program. 

The Organizer will take the above criteria into account, as well as additional aspects such as:   

• A thorough analysis of the project’s potential social or environmental impact. 

• Fit: with the team, the initial markets, the value proposition. 

• Potential for financial return. 

• Potential for global positioning. 

• Potential for global growth and scalability. 

 

PARTICIPATION DETAILS 
Entries must be the original work of those entering their projects and must be submitted by a team with all 

its members of a legal age (there are no restrictions on team size). 

Participants may only submit one project per edition of the Boston Immersion Program. Participants must 

have access to the Internet as the entry form can only be accessed online. Participants must have a valid e-

mail address. 

Entry in the enrollment process is free. No payment is necessary to fill in the entry form. The cost of the 

Boston Immersion Program should be paid according to the deadlines and conditions set forth in the Rules 

and Regulations. 

By applying, participants guarantee the Organizer that they have all rights, titles and/or interests in the 

projects submitted, that the information contained is accurate and complete, and that by submitting the 

project to the Organizer they are not and will not be violating any contract or third party rights including 

any patents, copyrights, trade secrets, proprietary or confidential information, trademarks, or rights to privacy 

including personal data. 

The Organizer reserves the right to reject any entry that, in its judgment, violates the spirit of the guidelines, 

processes and rules outlined by Richi Entrepreneurs. 

The Organizer reserves the right to close the application process if the maximum number of 18 teams 

participating in the Boston Immersion Program is reached before May 31st, 2019.   

The Organizer shall be exempt from any obligation or compensation to the participants if for the reasons 

of force majeure or legal imperative the program had to be canceled or suspended. 

The Organizer will not provide housing for participant’s relatives. 

 

PAYMENT CONDITIONS 
Program participants are required to pay 30% of the Program Fee within 5 days upon the signature of the 

Enrolment Agreement. The remainder of the program cost shall be paid in one single installment before 
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July 31st, 2019. Both payments shall be done via bank transfer. All bank transfer expenses will be borne by 

the issuer. 

The Organizer will not be liable for refunding participants who have paid part or the total cost of the 

Immersion program but for some reason do not travel to Boston and do not participate in the Immersion 

program edition in which they have been enrolled. Nor will the organizer be obliged to reserve a place for 

these participants in the following edition of the Immersion program. 

 

CATALYST Rules & Regulations 
The Catalyst profile is designed for stakeholders who contribute to the innovation ecosystem, as innovation 

or R&D managers, corporate strategy managers, technology transfer departments, incubators, 

entrepreneurship associations, investors, etc. 

The following lines set forth the rules & regulations applied to Catalysts Participation: 

• Catalysts participate in the activities organized for the startups  

• They monitor projects and startups that participate in the Boston Immersion Program 

• They get a personalized agenda with Boston’s ecosystem agents according to their profile or 

interests of the institution, company or organization the Catalyst represents. 

• They define a strategy to establish a stable bridge between Catalyst’s organization and Massachusetts 

Cost: 

• $5,000 per person (this cost does not include flights, lodging nor meals, insurances or other travel 

expenses). 

• Catalysts sponsoring 1 startup for the Boston Immersion Program get 33% discount off Catalyst 

price, thus being the final price $3.350. Catalysts sponsoring 2 projects get 50%, thus being the final 

price $2.500. And those sponsoring 3 or more, get a Catalyst place for free.  

Payments: 

• Catalysts are required to pay 25% of the Program Fee within 5 days upon the signature of the 

Enrolment Agreement. The remainder of the program cost shall be paid in one single installment 

before July 31st, 2019. Both payments shall be done via bank transfer. All bank transfer expenses will 

be borne by the issuer. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
All materials presented by participants during the Enrollment Period and during the Boston Immersion 

Program, including business plans, must be appropriate for public dissemination. They must not include any 

confidential information that participants do not wish to make public. Due to the nature of the enrollment 

process and the hands-on methodology used during the Boston Immersion program, participants will share 

information with many people from different sectors including entrepreneurs and innovation experts, 

investors and industry players. The Organizer will not be held responsible for the confidentiality of the 

material presented. 

 

DECLARATION OF AGREEMENT 
Participants in the enrollment process agree that they will follow all of the enrollment process Rules and 

Regulations and accept the Organizer’s decision. 
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Registration in the Richi Entrepreneurs program implies full acceptance of the present Rules and Regulations. 

Any failure to meet the deadlines or comply with the procedures expressed in these Rules and Regulations 

will disqualify the team from participating in the Immersion program.  

 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
For communication purposes, the Organizer may publish some or all projects received at their discretion. 

They reserve the right to publish brochures or material on any of the Richi Foundation’s websites or social 

networks or in any advertising promotional campaign. 

Participants authorize the Organizer to: 

a) Capture participants’ image, voice and/or statements during the Boston Immersion Program, as well 

as any prior or subsequent act which is, directly or indirectly related thereto. 

b) Reproduce and/or edit the above, in whole or in part, on audiovisual, video-graphic, photographic 

or soft copy, among other formats. 

c) Use the image (including the voice and name) and the participants projects for promotional and 

advertising purposes through any method or medium that the Organizer deems appropriate 

(including, by way of illustration and not limitation, brochures, newspapers, magazines, books, and 

Internet), all without geographical or time limitation. 

 

DATA PROTECTION 
In accordance with Spanish legislation, and under the provisions of Organic Law 15/1999, of December 

13th, on the Personal Data Protection (“LOPD”) and the Royal Decree 1720/2007, of December 21st, 

implementing the Regulation of the LOPD (“RLOPD”), we inform participants of Spanish nationality that 

the personal data they provide to the Organizer in relation to the enrollment process for the Immersion 

program shall be incorporated into a data file managed by the Fundación Richi Contra el Cancer Infantil 

(“Richi Foundation”), located at Carrer mar 10, planta atc, 17230 Palamós, Girona (Spain), in order to 

process participants’ entry in the enrollment process and, where applicable, participants’ email address will 

be included in the abovementioned Richi Foundation’s data file and processed by Richi Foundation in order 

to send commercial communications via email or electronic equivalent means including information about 

goods and services sold or provided by Richi Foundation, as well as information about the programs, 

initiatives and events organized by Richi Foundation or where Richi Foundation participates, particularly in 

relation but not limited to the Richi Entrepreneurs. Additionally, Richi Foundation may request participants’ 

consent to send them commercial communications about goods or services offered by third parties, by the 

previously stated means. In any event, if participants DO NOT want their personal data to be processed for 

sending them commercial communications, they may revoke their authorization at any time by sending an 

email to contact@richifoundation.com indicating “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the e-mail subject. 

Furthermore, by submitting the project on the entry form provided by the Organizer, participants give the 

Organizers their express consent to publish their status as enrolled participants in the Immersion program, 

if their project is successfully validated by the Organizer and the enrollment is formalized. The Organizer 

advises participants that all the information provided for their entry is required, such that if any information 

is missing, the use of their information for the aforementioned purposes will not be possible, and their entry 

may therefore be void. Participants information will be kept for the period deemed necessary or appropriate 

to carry out the previously stated purposes. 

Participants are further advised that they may exercise their rights of access, rectification, cancelation and 

opposition by sending written communication and copies of official documents (Personal ID, passport, 

driver’s license, etc.) to the address provided in the first paragraph, stating which rights they wish to exercise. 

mailto:contact@richifoundation.com
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Participants further agree to inform the Organizer of any change to their personal information in order to 

keep them current at all times and free of errors. In addition, participants declare that the information they 

have provided is true and correct. 

The Organizer reserves the right to change or extend the enrollment process, provided that such 

modifications do not adversely affect participants. 
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